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IMPACT OF WIND GENERATION UNCERTAINTY
ON GENERATING CAPACITYADEQUACY

Aleksandar Dimitrovski and Kevin Tomsovicl

Abstract - This paper addresses the issue of generating term investment dynamics of the WECC system (western US
capacity adequacy in power systems with considerable share of interconnection) [2]-[4]. For this purpose, the popular LOLP -
wind generation. It shows on a hypothetical example derived loss of load probability is used as an objective, probability
from the WECC system (western US interconnection) how based, index. Other two popular, deterministic indices are
different percentages of wind penetration affect this adequacy.
For this purpose, the popular LOLP - loss of load probability (or rese marin andolrgstunt reserve It iswell k n that
more accurately, LOLE - loss of load expectation) is used as an these indices are inconsistent in terms of risk. Risk in this
objective, probability based, index. It is compared to reserve context is the probability of not being able to serve the load.
margin, another popular, deterministic index. Two systems with Two systems with the same reserve margin or largest unit
the same reserve margin or largest unit reserve can have very reserve can have very different risks. We investigate how
different risks of being unable to serve the load. It is shown that wind penetration in the generation mix affects these relations
this discrepancy exacerbates as wind penetration increases, in a hypothetical example derived from the WECC system.

Index Terms - LOLP, reliability, adequacy, power system Wind uncertainty is modeled by adjusting the wind
planning, wind generation, uncertainty. generation units FOR - forced outage rate. This parameter is

uncertain itself and adjusting for wind uncertainty makes it
I. INTRODUCTION even more so. The usual approach to modeling FOR

XX find generation has become increasingly popular choice uncertainty is to use a random variable with some probability
VI of technology for new capacity additions in power distribution. Any distribution could be used but, unless it is

systems worldwide. Several factors have contributed to this normal, the result will be analytically intractable and Monte
trend. Environmental concerns and a constant increase in Carlo simulation has to be used. Thus, normal distribution is
fossil fuel prices are central to these factors. Moreover, recent usually assumed and the LOLP index can also be assumed
legislative moves for green-house gases limitation in the EU normally distributed with resultant mean value and variance.
and similar laws currently under consideration in the US and Mean value calculation is straightforward and not much
other parts of the world make wind economically more different from the 'crisp' case. However, resultant variance
competitive with other, traditional sources of energy. There calculation is complex and involves finding equivalent
are also other factors, such as, advances in the manufacturing covariance matrix. Here, a different approach is used. Instead
and control technology, which also add to the attraction of of assuming probability distribution, we assume an interval of
wind as a 'green' source of energy. possible values for the FORs. This corresponds to a

Unfortunately, more than any any other renewable source, rectangular possibility distribution of a fuzzy/interval number.
wind is stochastic, and, unlike the other most important The calculation of the resultant LOLP in this case is much
renewable source, water, it cannot be stored in its primary simpler.
form for later use. The operational difficulties that this creates Another source of uncertainty in generating capacity
have been recognized for some time now and a number of adequacy assessment is the load profile. The load forecast is
papers and studies address this topic (for example, [1]). Still, always uncertain and this uncertainty can considerably affect
wind uncertainty will impact power systems in a more both LOLP's expected value and its variance, if probabilities
fundamental manner when wind generation contributes a are used. Still, this uncertainty is easier to include in
significant portion of the generation mix. calculations than the FOR uncertainty. Here, we use the same

This paper addresses the issue of generating capacity approach for modeling load uncertainty as FOR uncertainty.
adequacy in power systems with a considerable share of wind Load curve is assumed to consist of intervals of possible
generation. It is one of the scenarios considered in a research values. When such an uncertain load model is convolved with
project that deals with complex interacting issues in the long the uncertain generation model, the resultant risk index is the

uncertain LOLP.
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is usually referred to as LOLP (loss of load probability) k k-I
although this is a misnomer, as it almost always represents the i=1=1
expected value of unserved load. It can be defined as [6]: Wk+l J Dk(P)dP pk + J Dk(P)dP q, (2)

k k-I

NG NL _ P

LOLE = T E PiPiIi
j=1 i=1 where Dk(P) is the equivalent inverse LDC, obtained after

0F L < Gj () convolving the kh unit. The integrals in the above expression
ii =

I L > G can be combined if they have the same lower and upper limits.
For that purpose, the integrand of the second integral is shifted

where: to the right along the x-axis for the capacity of ktth unit, Pk. The
result is:

T - the total time length of the load curve;
Li - the ih load level; k k

Pi - the probability of Li (fraction of total time when the i=+i+
f DkPk

load is equal or bigger than Li); Wk+H J Dk(P)dP Pk+ J D (P - JdP. q, (3)
NL - number of load levels in the discretized load curve; k

Gj - thejh generation capacity level; i=1 i=

Pj - the probability of Gj; From (3), we finally get:
NG - number of generation capacity levels in the generation

capacity probability table; k
Y,Pi+Pk+l

Since the load chronology is usually not of interest, it is W D+ (PdP (4)
advantageous to consider the load duration curve (LDC) k+l

P
k+l

instead. In this case, the relative LDC becomes the load
probability distribution and the above formula describes a
convolution of the two random variables of load occurrence where:
and available generation capacity. Depending on the load
curve used, the LOLE index holds various meanings. If the Dk+l (p) - Dk(P) PPk + Dk(P - Pk) qk (5)
individual hourly load values are used, which is the usual is the equivalent inverse LDC, obtained after convolving the
meaning of LDC, the value of LOLE is in hours. If only unit k+l. It accounts for the actual load and the forced outagesindividual daily peak load values are used, arranged in of all units up to k.
descending order to form a cumulative load model known as This process is illustrated on Figure 1. The curve after
daily peak load variation curve (DPLVC), the value of LOLE convolving unit k, Dk±1, is obtained as a sum of the curve
is in days. Weekly and monthly peak load variation curves can before convolving unit k, Dk, multiplied by unit k availability,
also be defined, although that is not usual.

Calculating the equivalent generation capacity table (the Pkn and the sifted Dk(P.Pk)u mUltipl ed by un t k.. . .. . . . ~~~~~~unavailability, q,k. In this particular case, I?, iS 200 MW and q,.discrete probability distribution of available capacity) is an is 0.2.
extensive computational task, especially if there are a large Equation (5) gives the recursive formula for calculating the
number of units, each with multiple operating states. There are
various approximating techniques that can be used in order to equivaen .

simplify and speed up this process [5]. inverse LDC, obtained from the load profile. Proceeding in
A somewhat different approach is to convolve the load loading order, each unit's equivalent curve and production can

probability oneiunit aati insteaduof generation then be calculated. After convolving all n units, the final curve

distributions building the Dn+1 contains the information about the LOLE and the
equivalent generation distribution first and then convolving it expected energy not served (EENS, also known as expected
with the load curve [7], [8]. To illustrate this, let's assume that unserved energy, EUB):
we are given an LDC, a set of n generation units with their n

corresponding capacities, Forced Outage Rates (FORs), and LOLE =D4+(YPJ) (6)
their loading order. For simplicity, we'll assume that each unit
i has only two states and can be either fully available or fully
unavailable with probabilities pi= 1-FOR1 and qi = FOR1, EENS = J Dn+1 (P)dP (7)
respectively. The production of the k±+1 unit in the order, E
Wk±1, depends on whether the previous unit, k, is available or i
not:
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outage due to a network failure. Second, ready for service
does not mean that the windpark will be in service. That

O-9- depends on the availability of the wind.
O's \ The last comment points out the most important thing in

0.7 \, 2 defining the availability of a windpark. Due to wind

k\Dk(P k) stochasticity the production from a windpark is stochastic and
0,6 \. intermittent. Different studies [1] show that the average

-5 oDk' \ capacity factor from a windpark is somewhere around 1/3.
LOA The capacity factor is defined as the ratio of the time ready for

0-3\D\/)^.+lX 2 service and the actual time in service. An equivalent FOR for

02L \ D)+l 2 the entire windpark, equal to 1 capacity factor, is used to
model its stochastic production.

0 IV. PARAMETER UNCERTAINTY
0 600tO 1000 1300 1 510

P9 [MVV] The LOLE and EENS indices are probabilistic in their
Figure 1. Convolving equivalent inverse LDCs in the process of LOLE and nature but, thus far, we have assumed that the load profile and
EENS calculation. Curve before convolving unit k, Dk - dashed line; shifted units FOR are known with complete certainty (i.e., with 100%
D>- dotted line; Curve after convolving unit k, Dk+l - solid line; Final .

.
convolved curve D,+1- thick solid line; LOLP= D+1(1300) =0.0123. probability). In practce, this assumption, of course, is never

true. Even for the present time these parameters are never
In the example shown in Figure 1, the final curve is precisely known and their uncertainty only grows as we

obtained after convolving 9 units with total installed capacity project them further in the future. As said previously, the
of 1300 MW. Thus, the LOLE in this particular case is usual approach to take these uncertainties in account is to use

D,±1(1300) = 0.0123. The EENS is the area under Dn±,, random variables with some probability distributions, usually
starting from 1300, and is equal to 1.2 MWh. Gaussian [5]. The use of a normal distribution makes the

results analytically tractable. In every other case, Monte Carlo
simulation is the only feasible approach.

III. WINDPARK MODELING Here, we propose the use of interval numbers to model
The power of wind is harnessed in windparks that can these uncertainties. There are two reasons to pursue this

contain hundreds of individual units (a combination of approach. First, we argue that using a probability distribution
turbine, generator, tower and other supporting equipment). to model a future system's parameters violates the underlying
The installed capacity of each unit is typically between 0.5 assumption in probability theory of repetition of events. The
MW and 2 MW. The large number of units in one "wind future system will most likely be different and operate under
plant" distinguishes this type of power plant from different conditions in different environment. Second, interval
conventional thermal power plants. In addition, the FOR of arithmetic is almost always more straightforward and much
wind units is typically several times less than that of thermal simpler than dealing with random variables, even normal
units. For the former, the FOR is somewhere around 1% or ones.
2%, while for the latter the FOR is on average around 10%. Extending the calculation of LOLE and EENS to interval
This means that, unlike thermal plants, a windpark has nearly numbers is simple. The recursive formula for calculating the
zero probability of being completely outaged and is always equivalent inverse LDC in (5) is to be applied according to the
ready for service, at least to some extent. rules of interval arithmetic. The LDC in this case is an interval

For example, let's consider a windpark with 100 identical value function, i.e., at any given time the load is described by
units each with 1 MW of installed capacity and 1% FOR. It's not just one, but by an interval of values. Thus, Dk is a "thick"
easy to show by using binomial distribution that the curve, has multiple values along the x-axis for the same
probability of having in service less than 76 MW (i.e. 76% of probability. This, in turn, renders Dk±l and all subsequent
its installed capacity) is smaller than 10-4. This is 1000 times curves "thick" as well. Finally, applying expressions (6) and
less than the probability of a thermal unit with 10% FOR (7) on a "thick" D,,1 results in interval values for LOLE and
being completely shut down. If the FOR of wind units is 2% EENS.
then the threshold with 10-4 probability drops down by not Since interval numbers are just a special case of fuzzy
much to 63 MW. numbers, which can be seen as lumped and nested intervals,

Therefore, the unit FOR is much less of an issue with wind we can easily extend further calculation of LOLE and EENS
generation than it is with thermal technologies. It can be taken to the fuzzy case. Thus, we can calculate these indices with
into account simply by appropriately adjusting the installed different possibilities representing different degrees of belief.
capacity of the entire windpark. Here, we should make two This opens an interesting perspective in the planning process
important comments. First, we neglect network issues in this where one can calculate possibilities of different risks for
paper, following tradition in generating adequacy analysis various alternatives and weigh outcomes of different decisions
but, of course, an entire windpark can occasionally be in accordingly.
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V. CASE STUDIES With hydro portion of the system left aside, we'll introduce
Let's show a hypothetical example derived from the another category for wind units with average unit size of 100

WECC system how different percentages of wind penetration MW. As explained in the previous section on windpark
affect generating capacity adequacy. The current thermal modeling, the average unit here represents an entire windpark
generation in this system consists of a large number of units not an individual unit. We assume an equivalent FOR that
utilizing different technologies. We will assume that they can accounts for windpark's stochastic production of 2/3. Thus, its
be classified in 5 categories with maximum available capacity factor is 1/3.
capacities given in Table I. The maximum available capacity, Let's now increase the percentage of the wind generation in
Pmax, is obtained from the total installed capacity reduced by the total thermal generation mix of the system from 0°o to
the capacity on scheduled maintenance. Also, we will define 15%. In order to keep the same reserve margin, we
an average unit capacity for each category, Pavg, and we will proportionally increase the load at the same time. The results
assume that all units within a category are the same and have are displayed in Figure 3. The system LOLE index increases
that capacity. These data are also given in Table I. from 8 10-18 to 8.7 10-6 with increased wind penetration in the

generation mix. Although the change is significant the final
TABLE I WECC THERMAL GENERATION CATEGORIES value still seems rather small. This can be attributed to the

Thermal Comb. Gas Comb.
very large number of units in the system. Thus, the probability

Thermalo NuI CoI Comb. Gas Comb. of significant outage simultaneously involving a large number

of units is very small. However, this small number can be
Pmax [GW] 7.5 29.6 53.1 20.3 19.2 misleading as we show next.
Pavg [MW] 750 400 250 125 125 Let's compare the results with the established planning

reference value for LOLE of 1 day in 10 years. In other
On the demand side, Figure 2 shows "thermal load" profile words, the target planning LOLE is usually set at 1/3650 =

for a summer day. This load is obtained from data for the total 2.7 10-4. This value is calculated on the basis of the daily peak
demand in the system reduced by the production from hydro load variation curve. In our case, since we have data for only
units. In this particular case, hydro units cover 29% of the one day, we will calculate the single probability of not
peak demand and 25.4% of the daily energy. meeting the peak load in this day. Note that in this case it is
We do not include the hydro portion of the system here for correct to refer to this value as LOLP.

the sake of simplicity as this is a fairly complex problem by The results of these calculations are shown on Figure 4.
itself. Hydro units availability depend not only on equipment The LOLP index for the peak summer load increases from
outages but also on the reservoir head and, therefore, on the 1.8 10-16 to 2 10-4 with increased wind generation from 000 to
level of reservoir depletion. The latter is a stochastic variable 15%. If these results are extended to a 10 year period then the
with seasonal variation and it can have a dominant effect on last value corresponds to 0.735, or 268 days a year the system
the unit availability, more than equipment outages which, on
the other hand, are usually much less frequent in hydro units 10-4
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will not be able to meet its peak load! This is by no means
10 acceptable. True, this result is exaggerated as peak daily loads

1-4 throughout the year will be smaller than the peak summer day
load. However, the real LOLE will still have the same order of

10 magnitude as the result just calculated.
In order to confirm the dramatic effect unit availabilities

1lo can have on system adequacy and further emphasize the
0 ¢- impact of wind generation in such case, let's assume that all

-0 F l thermal units in the system have FOR of 1500. The results for
this case are displayed on Figure 5. The system LOLE index

10 increases from 4.6-10-8 to an extraordinary 0.0159 hr/day with

4 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~anincrease of wind generation from 00o to 150o.
All the results presented so far show that the system can

10 o not be left with the same reserve margin as the percentage of
% of wind generation in geieratinn mx wind generation increases, or its reliability will suffer greatly.

Figure 4. Dependence of the WECC LOLP index for a single peak summer The more appropriate analysis is to determine the required
load on the wind generation in the generation mix - constant reserve margin reserve margin in order meet the reference LOLE of 1 day in
of 30.9%, 10%FOR for all thermal units. 10 years, when the wind generation percentage is kept fixed at

15% of the total generation mix. Again, in the first
10 q approximation, we'll assume that all days are equal. This sets

the target LOLP at 7.5108. The results of these calculations
for two different values of FOR are shown on Figure 6. The

S - ~~~~~required reserve margins are 45.1% and 35.4%, for the 15%
and 10% values of FORs, respectively. If one takes into

10- account the capacity from hydro units than the actual values
are 32% and 25.10%, respectively.

0 10'. PfSfi-2 - If there is no wind generation in the system, the target
LOLP will be satisfied for reserve margins at 32.9% and
23.2%, for the 15% and 10% values of FORs, respectively.
Again, taking into account the hydro capacity, the real values
are 23.3% and 16.5%, respectively. Thus with 15% wind

________________________________________ ,generation, an additional 8.7% (8.6% for 10% FOR) of
b To 10 reserve margin is required to cover the uncertain 15% of wind.

ofwid genieratlotin gjeileratioli ITX The amount of additional reserve is more than half the wind
Figure 5. Dependence of the WECC LOLE index on the wind generation in generation. If the system were purely thermal then an
the total generation mix- constant reserve margin of 30.9%, 15% FOR for all additional 800 reserve would be required. All these values, of
thermal units

course, depend on the specific case assumptions, units and
system parameters, and cannot be strictly generalized.

Let's now see how parameter uncertainty affects adequacy
10 X |of the system. Consider the same case as in Figure 3, but with

±5% variation in the load profile and unit FORs. In other
10 words, one assumes the load to be defined as a set of intervals

------------------------------ --------------with upper and lower bounds at 95% and 105% of the values
1O-t <- 5X shown in Figure 2, respectively. Thermal units FORs are

given with the interval number [9.5%, 10.5%] and wind units
3 Xx FORs with [63.3%, 70%]. Figure 7 shows the upper and lower

10 boundary for the resultant LOLE in this case. It also shows the
crisp case result from Figure 3, which falls between the two
boundaries. It can be seen that even a small uncertainty in
parameters makes a significant difference. This is especially
true for small values of LOLE at the extreme end of the D,,1

102;i~~ ~ ~ 4 44 l4C' curve. The range of values gradually shrinks as the LOLE32S 34 365 30 40 A; 4 405AS 0
of resenie mqarjln increases and moves away from the tip of Dn±+

Figure 6. Required reserve margin in the WECC system to meet the target
LOLE of 0.1 day/year (dotted line), with 15% wind generation, for two
different values ofthermal units FOR: 1000 - solid line; 15% - dashed line.
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Finally, the use of interval numbers is proposed for
1o- modeling future system parameter uncertainty. It is a simpler

and, the authors believe a more appropriate approach. It can
-~ also be easily extended to the use of fuzzy numbers, which

allows for a more intuitive approach to decision making under
10< zuncertainty in the expansion planning process.
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